The option market in South Korea began on 7 July 1997. After then, the amount of option market has increased steeply. In these days, average daily payments is beyond 1 trillion won. 
INTRODUCTION
The option market in South Korea began on 7 July 1997. An underlying asset of option market is KOSPI200 index which consist of 200 superior symbols in KOSPI. Stock index future began on 3 May 1996.
According to the statistics of Korea exchange(KRX), the average daily payments of index options was just 50 billion won in January 2000, it had increased and reached up 500 billion won in Call-put ratio is shown in the following graph. The volume of call option is more than put option's in early 2000 decade. But after 2003, there is a trend that the volume of put option has increased more than call option's. Especially, in the months with a big fall of index, the volume of put option is 50% more than call option's. It is impossible to predict the market. If the investors can predict the future market, the market cannot be established because everyone wants to trade one side.
However, in stock market there is sure one thing. It is that every contract has its own expiration date.
OPEN INTEREST CONTRACTS
Since 2008, nearly two year average of open interest contracts of index futures showed as a followed graph. As for minute candles, the difference between the close value of a candle and the close value of first candle at 9:00 is considered as the y-axis value. OID is used as abbreviation for open interest contracts difference from the start time of a day.
The OID at 9:00 is 0 and it is increasing over 4000 by around 10:40 and it reduces down to about 0 until closing time at 15:00. This curve appears due to the nature of the intraday trading of stock index futures.
Stock index futures and options trading is held from 9:00 to 15:15. From 15:05 to 15:15 is progressed simultaneously and investors can not know the asking and bid price, purchase orders and sell orders determine the closing price at 15:15.
Stocks that is an underlying asset of futures are trading from 9:00 to 15:00.
Therefore, the trade after 15:00 until 9:00 the following day will not be able. If some event happens during this period, it will make a big gap at start of the next trade time. the event of disaster can result in huge losses to position investors who sold options and held it overnight.
For this reasen, a lot of unpredictability, most investors are trying to avoid the risk of overnight. Theoretically, option sell, especially in the case of possible loss of the margins, often wearing heavy losses occur.
Thus, investors in order to avoid overnight risk of the day tend to focus on daily marketing, which open interest contracts of index futures increase and decrease is illustrated look.
Next graph shows OID with the longer average duration of five years. The shape is almost same but a little difference occurs as the table below. Second graph include late two years, so it shows trend of recent characteristics. The chart above shows the difference between two-year average graph and five-year average graph. In other words, this graph shows the recent trend of investors. From 9:00 to 10:00 the difference is rising up to 100. This means that the super investors who lead the market try to handle faster. And when about 11:00 and 13:00, the difference decrease down to 50. This means the weak investors tend to acclimate themselves to the market. After 14:30 the difference fall to 200. This means investors come to waive nearly the closing time.
VOLATILITY STRATEGY
Volatility strategy is based on the hypothsis that OID is relate to volatility. This strategy was suggested by Ko [1] in 2010.
If the OID is increasing before the noon, the volatility of option market is also increased. And then if the OID is reducing after the noon, the volatility is also reduced.
With this properties, the two strategies are proposed. Buythensell strategy makes long straddle/strangle at 9:00 and liqudates it at 12:00. Sellthenbuy strategy makes short straddle/strangle at 12:00 and then also liquidates it near closing time, 14:40. For avoiding the volatility of near closing time, the time of liqudation of sellthenbuy stratedy is selected at 14:40. These strategies are very simple. Buythensell strategy is buy both call and put option at 9:00 and liquidates both options at 12:00. Sellthenbuy strategy sell both call and put option at 12:00 and liquidates both options at 14:40. So after 15:00 there is no contract left and this features garantee avoiding the high overnight risk. As for the result of exercise price in above table, the ATM has the biggest profit. This means that the option at the money which is near the index is most influenced by super investors. In Korea, most of the trading in ATM is by foreigners which are regarded as super investors.
VELOCITY STRATEGY
Volatility strategy is due to the hypothesis that the OID is related to the volatility. But if you review the real data, you would know the fact that the call and put options show some different characteristics. So this paper is worked up more in detail about this.
It is clear that the OID influence the volatility of options. But something that is more influenced by OID may exist.
Another hypothesis is that the OID influence the velocity of index. If the OID increase, the super investors try to move index into a certain level. And weak investors resist this pressure. And if the OID decrease, the leading investors win this try or find compromise index. And then the weak investors waive and adapt themselves to market.
The move of index has two direction. Because of the characteristics of stock, rising of index is slower but falling of index is faster relatively.
This characteristics make call option stagnate because of slow rising of index. But this makes put option rise rapidly.
As for the average data of long days enough, call options tend to decrease and put opionts tend to increase when the OID increase. This characteristics can be confirmed by simulation of real data.
When the OID decrease, put option which has risen more than its value finds the appropriate price. And call option which has been compressed is easy to increase slightly.
By considering this characteristics, this paper suggest velocity strategy which consists of Morning strategy and Afternoon strategy.
Morning strategy is that buying put option and selling call option at 9:00. And they are liquidated by 12:00.
Afternoon strategy is that selling put option and buying call ooption at 12:00. And they are liquidated by 14:40. Table 3 shows the result of simulation of velocity strategy. In ATM, the profit is 2.64% per a day. This amount is incredibly big because cumulative profit is enormous. The straddle/strangle trade consists of both call and put options. But this paper simulates individual option separately. So when straddle get profit, the result shows which part of call and put options brings the profit. The simulation result shows that put options tend to increase in the morning and decrease in the afternoon. In contrast, call options tent to decrease in the morning and increase in the afternoon. Above two tables show a difference of their simulation duration. Table 2 shows the recent trend. The difference is clear. In recent days, ATM has more influence rather than other OTMs. So the profit of ATM becom bigger than other OTMs. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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CONCLUSION
The derivative market is made for hedging of stock market. For the purpose, it has a big leverage. This fact gives the investors chances to get profit. However it also makes speculative investors become bankrupt.
The prediction of market is not possible. If it is possible, all the investors go to one side that the trade is not established.
But the only fact of derivative products is that every product has its own expiration date. All the symbols including future, various options have its own expiration date when the open interest contracts must be liquidated.
An average curve of open interest contracts difference from the start shows that it has a regular pattern. This pattern is the fact and truth.
Ko suggested his paper that this pattern relate to the volatility. And suggested strategy get profit about 1.07% a day. But this amount of profit is just same to commission of 8 trades a day. If you have luck to find commission about 0.1% a trade, You can get profit.
This paper suggest another strategy. The pattern relate to the velocity. Time concept is very important to options. Because the price of option consist of time value and intrinsic value. The moving of stock index is differenct as rising and fall. The fall of stock index is faster than rising. This characteristics give call and put options a little bit different moving. In long time average, this characteristic is clear and investors can get profit with this characteristics.
As a simulations in the 517 trading day, The result gives that the amount of profit ATM is 1.44% except commissions of 0.15% a day.
And further research, it is very interesting to find a selection method of day which apply this strategy. This selection method gives surely more profit over 1.44% a day.
